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Central vietnam travel guide

Vietnam has recovered from the war and has become one of Southeast Asia's top tourist destinations. On the one hand, it offers bustling cities and luxurious new beach resorts; on the other hand, ethnic villages and views of rice fields that have not changed for hundreds of years. Add eight
destinations on the UNESCO World Heritage List, and there's plenty to discover. In this article you travel Vietnam from north to south, from an amazing ethnic market to one of the most unusual hotels you will ever see. We will take you from the stepped route to the Kayak Halong Bay and
bike the Mekong Delta. And in between, we help you dine like an emperor, get a bespoke outfit and learn how to cook Vietnam's vibrant cuisine. Visit a remote ethnic market In Vietnam's northern highlands, ethnic tribes descend from the mountains every week, trample for miles to sell a
water buffalo, haggle for medicinal herbs, or haggle for pineapples that aren't much bigger than Dieffaust. At the Coc Ly market on Tuesday, members of the Flower Hmong ethnic group, in all their subtleties, face off with babies on their backs in elaborately embroidered slings. The bold



colors of their traditional costumes shine even brighter when you've tried a sip of fiery rice whiskey sold from a petrol can. Come with an arm full of mandarins, a traditional collar sewn from hundreds of tiny strips of fabric or the memory of a shy child smile. It is best to go with a guide who
can speak the local dialect, like one from BuffaloTours.com who offers individual private tours. The market takes place in the morning and lasts until about noon. Coc Ly is 62 km from Sapa, a popular location, and 51 km from Lao Cai, Hanoi's no-night express hub. If you can afford it, book a
private cabin in one of the more luxurious private rail cars operated by Victoria Hotels. Advice was given to John Rybczyk from a traveller who had been there to Vietnam: We arrived in Sapa early and were received by Quyen, our new tour guide. Quyen was one of the best guides; she
knew Sapa and the area and much about the local ethnic groups. Sapa is a very beautiful city, with many different ethnic people in the area. There are a number of very nice restaurants in the city; there is also a daily local market. Read more! Kayak Under Fog-Covered Islands The
limestone karst islands of Halong Bay are legendary. Unfortunately, the hordes of tour boats are too. Escape the crowd and approach the fantastic formations in a kayak. You must work with a travel company; the islands are simple far away to kayak directly from the land. Companies that
focus on kayaking will bring you out in escort boats and place where paddling is perfect. Guides help you explore caves and rock gardens. Day trips are possible by some companies, but consider spending a night in the bay to get the full experience of light and fog around these magical
islands. Accompanying boats have sleep with different luxury, depending on the budget. Viator offers a range of kayaking options with and without overnight stays. Asia Outdoors offers day trips from Cat Ba Island that visit the less crowded southern part of Halong Bay, known as Lan Ha
Bay. These tours are a nice option if you spend a few days on relaxed Cat Ba. Advice from a traveler who was up and down Vietnam in Vietnam, by Brian W Fisher From a wooden jetty in a floating village, we changed the craft once more, either in two-person kayaks or flat-bottomed boats,
small enough to enter the low openings in the cliffs and turn up into fully enclosed lagoons. Quite magical! Read more! Dine Like an Emperor on Imperial Cuisine Talk about living large! According to stories from the imperial-imperial era of Vietnam, the Nguyen kings of the 19th century never
ate the same meal twice in a single year. In the Citadel of Hue, they had a host of chefs, each specializing in just one dish. To keep the royal palate from getting bored, 50 exquisite little courses were served for dinner, but special banquets could include up to 300 dishes. Fruits and
vegetables were carved into imaginative animals, flowers and landscapes to decorate the plates. Remnants of this imperial kitchen have crept into the kitchen of the citizens. You'll find humble restaurants serving a range of tiny steamed rice flour dumplings with dried shrimp and pork,
bundled in dainty dishes (banh beo) or banana leaves (Banh Lam or Banh nam). The crispy pancakes, banh khoai wrapped around pigs, shrimp and bean sprouts, are worth a try, as is the city's famous spicy noodle soup, bun bo. The kitchen in the fancier restaurants is more elaborate,
with table decoration that could contain a phoenix shaped from a pineapple. It is rare to find That's imperial cuisine outside this UNESCO World Heritage Site, so use it while you're here. In the stalls of Dong Ba Market (also worth a visit in the bustling ambience) you will find dumplings, as
well as the bargain spot Lien Hoa (3 Le Quy Don) and other places in the city. For more upscale food, try Ancient Hue (AncientHue.com.vn), in a series of old houses, or Tinh Gia Vien (Le Thanh Clay), where art tends to outshine the flavors. Advice from a traveler who was up and down
Vietnam, by Brian W Fisher Hue is an interesting city full of history. There are examples of both the Asian and European pasts, but in recent decades the Vietnamese have gradually left their mark. [A] fascinating place is the Dong Ba market, a thriving shoulder-to-shoulder example of free
enterprise, commercial life, inundated with goods and invites both local people and tourists. Read more! Cycling the Mekong Delta The Mekong Delta is a paradise for cyclists: flat and scenic, with views of rice fields, canals, orchards and jungles. Specialized outfits such as Cycling Vietnam
(CyclingVietnam.net) offer trips of varying lengths, mix cycling with visits to traditional houses, swim and ethnic villages. You will probably travel along the Mekong River for at least part of the trip, and most organizers also include a boat trip on the river. One of the most beautiful features is
the possibility to connect with locals, whom they also meet by bike. The tours usually include pick-up and return to Ho Chi Minh City, but if you continue to Cambodia, you should arrange your trip in Chau Doc, where you can take a fast boat upstream to Phnom Penh. Advice strikes a
traveller who was there Vietnam Journey from Riche In the delta I boarded a boat to cross the river, very large and wide and flows quite fast because of all the rain, to several islands. Here we went through local reed hut villages, saw the locals distill rice wine – alcohol content 40 percent
was told to me when I tried it. Read more! Stalk Rare Birds in Cat Tien National Park The nearly 300 square miles of Cat Tien National Park are listed by UNESCO as a Biosphere Reserve Zone and are the perfect place to explore if you're a nature lover. The park, located about 90 miles
north of Ho Chi Minh City, is a bird paradise that is home to 348 species, including pitta, Siamese fireridges, red jungle birds and green peacocks. There are hundreds of different species of butterflies and 79 species of reptiles, including pythons and crocodiles. Leopards, tigers and Asian
black bears are also said to live here, but the chances of discovering one are rare. You have a better chance of seeing gibbons, macaques, cuvettes and deer. Unfortunately, the highly endangered Javanese rhino ceus in the park was declared extinct in 2011. You can work with an outfitter,
such as Sinhbalo Tours (Sinhbalo.com) in Ho Chi Minh City or Phat Tire (PTV-vietnam.com) in Dalat. If you are travelling on your own, hire a guide at the park's information counter (make sure you can communicate) or take part in activities such as a night safari or gibbon trek. You can hike
to the crocodile lake to enjoy a rustic night, or sleep with more luxury at Forest Floor Lodge and other accommodations on the edge of the park. The park allows a limited number of visitors per day, so if you travel on your own, call in advance for reservations. Watch a Wet and Wild Water
Puppet Show Sure, it may sound like a children's activity, but don't miss a show at the Thang Long Water Puppet Theatre in Hanoi. In a 1000-year tradition, the stage is actually the surface of a tank filled with water. The invisible puppeteers operate their dolls behind a curtain, standing
waist-deep. The water hides the mechanisms of hand-painted wooden dolls and thus creates a wonderful effect. The troupe presents some Vietnamese stories that serve the dolls with amazing subtlety and humor. Sometimes whole rows of puppets can appear, and there are some
surprises along the way. Live musicians provide the soundtrack. Thang Long offers several shows a day. It is best to pick up tickets at least a few hours in advance, as shows usually sell for sale If you're fascinated by the performance, you might consider buying a retired puppet available in
the theater lobby (in our opinion, their battle scars make them much more interesting than the copies you find for sale elsewhere). Advice from a traveler who has been there Great Hanoi Trip with Halong Bay and Ninh Binh Day by conganh We have some sightseeing on our own such as
exploring the Old City (with the walk from Frommers.com), the Hoan Kiem Lake and an evening show at the Thang Long Water Puppet Theatre. We also tried Hanoi's famous fried fish at Cha Ca La Vong at 14 Cha Ca Street in the Old City. Read more! Stay at a Twisted Fairy-Tale hotel in
Vietnam's central Highlands, Dalat is the perfect change from the country's typical steamy climate. And if you're looking for a change of pace on site, go straight to Crazy House, a fantasy hotel that looks like the work of architect Antoni Gaudi, as interpreted by elves. Originally known as
Hang Nga Villa, Crazy House is the pet project of architect Dang Viet Nga (daughter of a former Vietnam president) who wants to bring guests closer to nature with their eccentric design. The exterior resembles the gnarled roots of a tree; Inside, you may find windows inspired by spider
webs in rooms with a flat surface. Some have wavy ceilings that feel like a cave; others are guarded by a shaped kangaroo or tiger with shining eyes. Quirky stairs look like bamboo stalks or cross-sections of tree trunks. Is Crazy House crazy for you too, well? Try Ana Mandara Villas Dalat,
a lovingly restored French colonial villa. Dalat was a popular escape for French administrators; Once known as Little Paris, it comes complete with a radio tower disguised as the Eiffel Tower. There are also many Art Deco colonial buildings. Add all the natural landscapes, such as hills and
waterfalls, and you can see why Dalat is a favorite on Vietnamese honeymoon. Advice from a traveler who has been there Grrreat trip to Vietnam from John Rybczyk Day 3 we left for Dalat. We stopped to see the Pongour waterfall and had another great lunch. We also visited the chicken
village and met some of the people who lived there. You can't miss Chicken Village; there is a huge chicken on a building. Read more! Go Night Fishing with a Squid Fleet Phu Quoc Island, off Vietnam's south coast, is known for its beaches. But if you are tired of working on the perfect
brew, consider like a native and go to fish squid. You've probably seen the squid fleet - it's these lights that are on the Hop. Fishermen put on squid with the lights and then hook them in. Most resorts offer a squid fishing trip that includes boating to enjoy the sunset and fish while the
darkness sets in. Depending on the tour, you can try what you catch, either grilled or in Squid Porridge. Some vendors to consider are Phu Quoc Island Explorer and Vietnam Tour Tour If you're fishy in everything, you should visit one of the 100 or so fish sauce producers on Phu Quoc,
where the culinary food is aged in special wooden barrels made from local trees. The island is famous for its sauce. Get an outfit Tailor-Made rumors it has that there are more tailors per capita in the historic city of Hoi An than anywhere else in the world. If you have a few days, you can get
away with a bespoke suit or a silk ao-dai – the traditional women's outfit of a high-necked tunic over flowing trousers – at a very reasonable price. Many stores will lure you with window displays, but choose carefully, bargains hard and don't put cash until the garment is delivered and you're
perfectly satisfied. You can pay a bit more in places like YalyCouture.com, but attention to detail and a higher level of quality are worth it. While some fine European fabrics are available from the more upscale tailors, you should consider bringing fabric from home if you have a suit in your
head. Vietnamese suits can be cheap, but the quality is far lower than that of European imports. Silk is a different story, and many possibilities are available. Leave at least three fittings to a garment that suits you properly. In the meantime, wander through the old shops of Hoi An, sip a few
cao lau (the unique local noodles) and enjoy the colored lanterns that work their magic along the streets at night. Advice is given to a traveller who was there Our trip to S.E. Asia with alohalari To Halong Bay we flew to Hue, where we visited Danang, China Beach, My Son and Hoi An. We
had a wonderful guide nicknamed Blume who told great stories about their country. We all got tailored clothes in one of the many tailorshops in Hoi An, a beautiful city small enough to walk around. Read more! Take a cooking class — Chop, Chop! Chances are you'll be longing for
Vietnamese food as soon as you get home from your trip. The exotic aromas, fresh ingredients and soul-satisfying soups are addictive. Why not learn how to whip a few dishes during your trip? You will find cooking schools throughout Vietnam, but some of the most established are in Ho Chi
Minh City. The typical format is to visit a fresh market, examine the cornucopia of ingredients, and then go to the classroom for lessons, cooking and the best part: food! In May Home: The Saigon Culinary Arts Center, you'll find a polished presentation where helpers stand to throw away
garbage or light a misbehaving oven burner. Cyclo Resto gets Kudos for its likeable chef and small class size. And Saigon Class reaps praise for his practical teaching and unique location (in an old opium factory). Advice from Brian W Fisher Wow! What a city. Considering that there could
be nowhere more motorcycles and scooters than in Hanoi, the sheer volume and speed of them in Saigon was truly breathtaking. Number one lesson, my guide told me on the airport ... 'When you step off the sidewalk to cross the road - you never have to stop... Please go straight - all
motorcycles ride around you. If you stop, there's going to be a big accident.' Read more! Best time to go to Vietnam There are no good or bad seasons for a visit to Vietnam. Depending on the region, travelers may not have to worry too much about weather fluctuations. In Ho Chi Minh City,
for example, temperatures are relatively constant throughout the year, although rainfall is most concentrated from May to October. In Hanoi, on the other hand, the winters are grey and dry, while the summers are very hot and humid with heavy rain. During the Tet, Vietnam's New Year's
celebration in late January or early February, flights and hotels can be difficult, if not impossible (or terribly expensive) to find. Vietnam on a budget Vietnam is one of the cheaper countries to visit in East Asia. Although hotels with luxurious amenities are available, visitors can save money by
clicking on fancy trims and public transport such as buses or trains, rather than renting a car. It is also not uncommon for travelers to negotiate with locals for the prices of everything from transportation to souvenir purchases. –written by Gayle Keck Keck
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